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Abstract—We used the hydrologically corrected digital elevation
model (DEM) “MERIT Hydro” at a 3 arc-seconds (90 m) spatial
resolution to derive a globally seamless, standardised stream
network employing GRASS-GIS hydrological modules. Our main
aim is to delineate a global stream network that extracts, in
particular, small headwaters in greater spatial detail. We hence
implement a low upstream area threshold (0.05 km 2) to initiate
headwater streams, while using water bodies in the NHDPlusV2
dataset for calibration. The obtained hydrography layers (flow
accumulation, flow direction, basins and stream network) are
compatible with other r.stream.* modules within GRASS-GIS and
hence the dataset can easily be customised and expanded by
computing other hydrographical features.

I.
INTRODUCTION
The location and structure of streams and rivers underpin a
myriad of patterns and processes in hydrology, geomorphology,
geography and ecology. The wide availability of Digital
Elevation Models (DEMs) and improvement in computational
power have led to recent advances in terrain and hydrological
analyses on the local and global scales. Extracting a stream
network from DEMs is based on the computation of the upstream
flow accumulation. It yields a potential analysis of geophysical
features, but does not account for stream hydraulics or water
availability. For the delineation of watershed and drainage
networks, a large number of techniques and algorithms have been
implemented [1-2-3-4]. Current algorithms are based on the
natural phenomena that water follows the steepest and shortest
direction along a relief, and accumulates along valleys, lowlands,
flat areas and depressions.
In this study, we used the MERIT Hydro at 3 arc-seconds (90
m) spatial resolution and the NHDPlusV2 water bodies, which
we processed using the hydrological modules within the
Geographic Resources Analysis Support System (GRASS) open

source GIS software [5] to derive a globally seamless and
standardised hydrography. Unlike that of existing datasets, our
aim is to represent headwaters at greater spatial detail, and create
a product that can be re-ingested in GRASS-GIS to produce
ancillary hydrographical features.
I.

DATA AND METHOD

A. Source layers
The MERIT Hydro dataset [6] was released in 2019 at a
spatial grain of 90 m (3 arc-seconds) with the exception of
Antarctica. It includes depression areas and hydrologicallyadjusted elevation that incorporates, as an elevation correction
factor, water occurrence datasets (G1WBM [7], GSWO [8], and
OpenStreetMap [9]). The water occurrence datasets are used to
modify the elevation satisfying the condition that “downstream is
not higher than upstream”. Here, it is important to consider that
the G1WBM and GSWO are Landsat-derived, and therefore not
useful for capturing small tributaries (smaller than 20-30m river
width) or even large rivers under canopy cover. In contrast,
OpenStreetMap is based on a direct survey of observed water
bodies, therefore small tributaries are, depending on the region,
depicted as a function of the survey effort. Currently, only a few
countries represented in OpenStreetMap provide a high level of
spatial accuracy for headwater streams. Therefore, our stream
extraction algorithm has to be calibrated such that headwater
streams can be delineated at maximum spatial accuracy.
In addition to MERIT Hydro, the NHDPlusV2 is a geo-spatial
database of surface water features, developed by the US EPA
Office of Water and by the US Geological Survey [10]. This
dataset was derived from the US National Elevation Dataset
(NED) in a 1 arc-second (~30 m) spatial resolution, and has
about 3 million rivers at a 1:100,000-scale or higher [10] which
has made it suitable to spatially validate the location of streams
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that are derived from lower-resolution DEMs. The NHDPlusV2
is a reliable data source for locating water bodies, and can be
therefore be used to calibrate the stream network delineation
algorithm. For the calibration, we selected an area of 20 x 15
degrees in the Mississippi basin.
B. Basin delineation and stream network extraction
methodology
In order to address the large demand on computer memory
posed by the calculation of the flow accumulation, we used the
Level-2 basin polygons from HydroBASINS [11-12] to divide
the MERIT Hydro DEM into computational tiles (see Figure 1).
We manually re-located and enlarged the tiles across the
maximum number of cells possible (231 −1, equivalent to ~2
bilion). This is the maximum number of cells that r.watershed
can be processed by the RAM. We located the tiles in such a way
that larger basins and 2.5 degrees of surrounding area were
completely within the tiles. This allows maximum precision in
basin delineation and stream network extraction. Using GRASSGIS, we ran the following modules for each tile: r.watershed,
r.stream.extract, r.stream.basins.
The command r.watershed requires a hydrologically-adjusted
elevation as an input, which together with a depression raster
map is able to compute flow accumulation and flow direction,
using a multiple down-stream cells algorithm (-MFD flag) [13].
The r.watershed function also accepts the flow parameter that
incorporates a raster map representing the amount of upstream
area per cell. Therefore, we first calculated the surface-area of
each cell using r.cell.area to compute the flow accumulation.
Another parameter that influences the flow accumulation and
ultimately the stream network location and length is convergence,
which ranges from 1 to 10. Lower values result in higher
divergence of flow direction, as opposed to higher values that
indicate higher convergence.
After r.watershed, we ran r.stream.extract using flow
accumulation and depression. In order to extract the stream we
set the minimum upstream flow accumulation area (threshold) to
0.05 km2 (~6 cells at the equator). This threshold is the minimum
area necessary to initiate the channel head and hence results in
higher stream density. The threshold typically differs by region
[14], in according to climatic and geomorphological features. We
note that this stream network delineation is part of a larger
project aiming to calculate discharge at a monthly level. Hence,
at a later stage we will shorten (prune) river sections and account
for possible flow intermittency (flow > 0 m3/sec) indicates stream
presence and produces a dynamic representation that changes the
stream dimension as a function of the monthly flow. The final
output will be 12 monthly stream networks that differ in length
and intermittencies.
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Figure 1: Global 1,608,114 drainage basins (random colours for illustrative
purposes only) and computational tiles.

Transforming conventional static stream networks into a
monthly dynamic representation overcomes the limitations of
fixing a priori convergence parameters and the minimum
upstream flow accumulation areas. The new computation will
produce a stream network that is determined by the
environmental characteristics found across each catchment.
Stream discharge at a monthly level will be computed using a
machine learning approach, which integrates meteorological
factors, as well as geomorphometric features, soil types, land
cover/use, among others. Hence, the stream length (stream
presence if flow > 0 m3/sec), will be modelled based on the
interaction of these factors.
Subsequent to r.stream.extract we ran r.stream.basins to
delineate basins using the flow direction and the previously
calculated streams. For each tile, we retained only the complete
basins and removed the ones adjacent to tile borders that were
possibly truncated. We also used the same procedure (retain and
remove) for the other hydrography layers, keeping the ones that
belonged only to entire computed basins. Finally, we reaggregated all of the hydrography layers to yield a complete
global basin delineation.
In order to calibrate the best convergence value, we repeated
the full processing chain for each of the 10 convergence factors
available in GRASS-GIS, and spatially overlaid the newlydeveloped stream network on top of the one from NHDPlusV2.
The convergence value that produced the maximum overlap
between our computed stream network and the NHDPlusV2
network was considered the most appropriate value, and was
used for the remainder of the global-scale implementation.
II. RESULTS
With the described procedure we were able to complete
global layers for flow accumulation, flow direction, basins and
stream networks. In total, we delineated 1,608,114 basins (see
Figure 1), and for each we extracted constituent stream networks.
These stream networks overlapped cleanly against the
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NHDPlusV2, although some spatial overestimation in MERITDEM-derived streams is known. A final validation procedure will
be conducted at the end of the project for accurate discharge
computation. The final optimal convergence parameter equals 10
(see Figure 2). Once delineated, each basin can be used as a
computational unit to calculate other hydro-geomorphological
features, such as stream length, stream order or residence time.
For context, flow accumulation can reach a maximum value of
5,509,644 km2 (Amazon River), followed by 3,671,834 km2 (Nile
River) and 3,197,652 km 2 (Mississippi-Missouri River).
III. CONCLUSION
We demonstrated the processing of MERIT Hydro by means
of r.watershed and r.stream.* modules in GRASS-GIS to derive a
stream network that more closely matches the observed spatial
representation of streams and rivers. As demonstrated, the
NHDPlusV2 can be used effectively to calibrate the convergence
parameters.
Other regional and national stream networks can also be used
to validate the final product. From a 5computational perspective,
GRASS-GIS provides fast and flexible functions for hydrological
modelling with automated scripting workflows, and allows the
processing of very large datasets using efficient algorithms and
memory management. We are in the process of accurately
calibrating and validating stream network extraction and basin
delineation worldwide. For the calibration and validation
procedures, we will use detailed stream networks that are freely
available from governmental institutions. The final products will
be stored as hydrography layers that can be re-ingested into
GRASS-GIS to produce ancillary hydrographical features.
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